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Traditionally, Chinese society is ruled by non-
democratic culture. We get used to look up to power 
parties like emperor, officer, intellectual or even 
our parent. We follow their instructions, and sel-
dom complain. We believe in them, and sometimes 
afraid of them too. 
Since childhood, we are taught and educated by 
teacher or government that police can protect our 
security and safety. Thus, we should in no doubt 
believe in them. We should cooperate with them in 






We citizen are always informed that we can moni-
tor the police by well-functioned police complain-
ing discipline. Thus, we should not afraid of the 
overuse of power of police since they are always 
under surveillance by the public. 
Everything seems alright, and cannot be 
challenged. However, why we can still see citizen 
protest of the over-power of police? Why we can 
still find some suspect being hit inside the interview 
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Power is the chance of a man, or a number of men 
0 realize their own will in social action even against 
ine resistance of others who are participating in the 
action.Power may be defined as the production of 
Jitended effects, Power is the ability to employ force. 
For the assertion "A has power over B." we can 
substitute the assertion TVs behavior causes B's 
behavior". A has power over B to the extent that 
he can get B to do something that B would not 
otherwise do. Power is the ability to satisfy one's 
Wants through the control of preferences and/or 
opportunities. Powei is the processual relation be-
tween two parties modally characterized by asym-
>^etric influence, in which a perceptible probability 
of decision rests in one of the two parties, even 
over the resistance of the other party; and the 
predominance of negative sanctions: threatened 
or actual, as a feature of behavior in the dominant 
party. Power is the process of affecting policies of 
others with the help of actual or threatened severe 
deprivations for nonconformity with the policies 
'fitended. Power; "its inner reality, the thing without 
which it cannot be: that essence is command. Power 
IS the ability to cause or prevent change. 
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Thus, power is a very abstract term. Actually the 
effect of power is often enhanced by two main 
catalyst. First, power is always connected to su-
pernatural event like god and nature. People are 
easily controlled by all sort of supernatural or reli-
gious tricks. They obey to all kind of thing which is 
out of their knowledge. Second, power is always 
manipulated by all sort of man-made illusion or 
environment. That kind of barrier has often shielded 
our view to the real face. For instance, we do not 
know what wizard have done. Even we know 
they are spelling something, we still cannot under-
stand about it. As a result, we start to believe in 
them for their magical ability and finally, trust what 
they have done. 
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the essence of power is 
Social power works on the other's perceptions, dispositions, interests, will, and all the 
other aspects of a person's self. Social power is a process of social interaction in 
which one party produces intended changes in another party's attitudes or behavior. 
Depending on what capabilities are employed, social power has six forms. 
Coercive power as a capability to threaten a person into choosing one undesirable 
behavior over another. The success of coercive power depends on the strength of 
the barriers against escaping the threat and the strength of the two negative interests. 
Coercion is fundamentally a coupling of expectations and motivations; it works through 
another's expectations to affect his interests. Expectations, the anticipated outcomes 
of our potential behavior, are directly engaged through the threat of deprivations if 
one does not manifest a particular negative interest. It is of the form: For example, "If 
you do not pay your rent, I will evict you." (2) Bargaining power as a capability to 
use promises to entice a person into choosing one behavior over another. Both 
bargaining and coercive power work through another self and involve two alterna-
tive interests tied together. Coercion, however, involves two negative interests; 
bargaining, two positive. In coercion, one generates a negative interest to cause 
another to select a connected undesirable alternative; in bargaining, one generates 
a positive interest to cause another to select it over a connected desirable alternative. 
(3) Intellectual power is a capability to persuade a person into believing or doing 
something. Social power is not necessary a must to involves alternative interests. 
When we persuade another to do something we want because we have made their 
interest clear to them, this is also a form of power. For example, you have intention-
ally affected another self if by reason you persuade him that he should always obey 
the law because either in his moral scheme it's wrong not to, or because of the 
consequences for himself to decide what law is to be obeyed. You have not gener-
ated an alternative interest; you have clarified his interests to him. 
^ the essence of social power is 
a capacity4o-produce-effects 
through another self 
m 
(4) Aiill ioritalive power is a capability to use legitimacy to convince a person to do 
something. Authority is often defined relative to a position, such as that of policeman, 
judge, boss, and so on. In this sense, authority is then the lightness of a command 
associated with another's role. One obeys the command because it is thought proper-® 
legitimate. Authority is more than balanced power, it is directed power which can be 
legitimated only in channels defined by the norms of the group. A person holding 
such authority is commissioned. He does not simply have the right to rule and 
govern, but he is obliged to do so. Legitimacy is not only a function of role, but also 
of a person's background, dress, and manner, evident expertise, and condition …… 
i.e. situation. Consider the charismatic leader. His power comes from promising 
others a better future which evidently only he can achieve. Thus we have three 
kinds of authority: that associated with role; with situation; with the individual. (5) 
Altruistic power is a capability to use love to induce a person into doing something. 
Such power is not necessarily restricted to a person loved by the other, The other's 
love for humanity, his nation, or group can induce such love based interests. Those 
seeking power for themselves or their ideas can tap this love through a political 
formula: a promised solution to humanity's problems. Whether it be freedom, equality, 
justice, a communist Utopia, democracy, Christianity……the formula promises to im-
prove our lot. He who wields the formula then can affect the interest of those who 
share its vision. (6) Manipulative power is a capability to control the situation/percep-
tion and opportunities of a person to cause him to do something. By controlling the 
situation, manipulative power works through another's perception. A person only 
responds to what he perceived, and thus by influencing his perception one affects his 
interests and behavior. Controlling opportunities, limiting or expanding a person's 
behavior potentials, will affect his interests and dispositions. Thus, power can oper-
ate unseen in two ways through control over another's perceptions and through 
control over behavioral dispositions. 
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The essence of POWER is a capacity to produce effect and control. In our society, some people or 
严rt旧s are offered more power. They are commissioned and legitimated by the public to protect the 
I3enefit or safety of the majority. Thus, different people in no doubt should have their own equilibrium 
position on the power line. 
However, once power is offered, authorized parlies in no doubt would like to keep its power as long 
as possible. The authorized parties have tried to manipulate some sort of perception, illusion or 
opportunity in order to guarantee an absolute and stable power relationship, a totally conforming 
ais^l ine. These kind of tricky manipulation include all sort of device and measure. In no doubt space 
and architecture has fallen into this category. 
|ronjcally, this kind of tricky environmental manipulation may not be that effective. It is because the 
fundamental nature of power is constructive, but not destructive. Power constantly exists as an 
abstract force between any two given points. When strong parties exert force to the weak parties the 
Weaker group is not only repressed, but also react another force to the stronger group. In simplicity 
repression induces reaction, and effect become anti-effect. Finally, collision exists between parties. 
seems like a contradictive phenomenon. People offer power to authorized group to protect 
inemselves in the society. Authorized parties will then set up environment to protect its position and 
enhance its execution of power. Ironically, such manipulated environment may somehow provoke 
reaction and threaten its stability and integrity of power structure. 
[f there any way to smooth this situation? Can the relationship between parties exist in a more 
narmonic way even though there must be a force between any two points? Can the dignity of the 
authorized group be respected while at the same time blur (he rigid boundary between parties'? 
a paradox of 
:’:•：卜“i、>ii^；：! 
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|Police will then set up environment or illusion to 
protect their position 
零 4 it:! m 
義1 1 1 i l i 
# 
• :f;||lironically, such environment may provoke reac-
！:'-:|l||tion of public and on the contrary, threatening their 
• a b i l i t y . 
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Police force exists in the most fundamental level in the society. The different point of power execution 
of the country is supported by police organization. As a result, it is the hand of government to restrict 
and shape the citizen. On the other hand, it is the primary power interaction in the society. A smooth 
relation between citizen and police in no doubt should be the most essential way to neutralize the 
contradiction of government and citizen and thus reduce collision in society. As space, personal self 
and society is inter-constructed, modifying tensional and oppositional spatial segregation of police 
station that reinforce stratification of different parties can alter predefined social process. 
However, as the above mentioned, police organization has also utilized different sorts of measures to 
protect its dignity and position. Uiiifonn of police is the most fundamental measure. It symbolizes4he 
representative power of police to citizen in the most direct way. Thus, uniformed policeman becomes 
a mobile anti-crime signage on the street. Besides, total conforming discipline is the other device. 
Within the police organization, junior staff must obey to senior staff in any situation. It seems to 
demonstrate a prototype to the citizen and request for the same conforming attitude. Finally, indirect 
ari(i dovious communication between police and citizen become the last device, Citizen can 
just communicate or complain the police through the department of community relation and depart-
ment of complaints and internal investigation. Such kind of indirect linkage has created enough safety 
barriers for police to control and isolate different interaction with citizen up to their own benefit. 
what happens to 
b8 careful of s l f B i f l e r ! ! 
Eventually, all these controlling measures are utilized in the design of police station. Externally, the 
rigid building form with the deep blue color band on the facade represent the identical uniform of police 
station in different district.丨is m w c is clearly executed in "form". Internally, rigid spatial bound-
ary and hierarchy is created between either senior police and junior police, or citizen and police. 
Citizen can just reach the reporting reception of the police station. On the other hand, office or even 
canteen of senior police is isolated from the junior police. The spatial relationship between parties is 
just "black or white", "yes or no", one-way communication, lis p o v m is clearly declared tl iroi ioh 
fiii^ary aystein. Geometrically, police station is usually standing away from the busy region, occupy-
ing a whole block in the district. The whole building is surrounded by high and rigid barrier and 
isolates all sort of intimated neighbors, its power is clearly demonstrated Isy "isolation". All this 
kind of power declaration is always more than necessary, and tries to depress the citizen for not 
disturbing their boundary and thus keeping their autonomic authority. It has further isolated the 
necessary interaction between police and citizen, establishing an invisible barreer but no one will 
question about it. 






Police and citizen should not be on the opposite 
side, but in a cooperating relation. Usual interac-
tion between them in no doubt can break down the 
misunderstanding of each other and finally enhance 
the efficiency of preventing crime. Festival has al-
ready created by police parties to enhance the 
police-citizen relation. However, can it really smooth 
the tension between them? Or is it just a screen to 







rigid boundary between citizen 
and police in the existing police 
architectural setting 
dissolve the boundary by daily 
social elements and activities 
a new interactive social network between police and citizen 
new police C 
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The new pedestrian bridge in Mong Kok functions 
as a linkage between the KCR station to the MTR 
station. However, the huge and non-habitable 
quality of the bridge has created adverse effect to 
the surrounding context. Around the path of the 
bridge, there are different kinds of public elements 
like market complex, podium garden, carpark and 
second floor spaces of old blocks, which have of-
fered great potential to social interaction. 
potential of 
Now, the existing Mong Kok police station is incor-
porated into the police headquarter building. Can 
the general program of the station be extracted 
and merge to the bridge as an experiment to dis-
solve the rigid boundary between police and 
citizen? Can the interface between police, citizen 
and even suspect be increased to a daily level but 
at the same time preserved the necessary secu-
rity of the police and suspect? Can the discipline of 
the police be monitored by the public through the 
new interface of spatial treatment? Can the sus-
pect feel less hostile in the police station as they 
are not guilty by law? Can this experiment all to-
gether dilute the existing adverse urban effect cre-
ating by the bridge? 
Since the bridge is above the ground level, once it 
turns to police function, the second floor space at 
the old block beside is reasonable to be used for 
police public program. In general, the existing ac-
tivities can be divided into four categories, and they 
can also be applied to the police program. 
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police information library 
police souvenir shop 
police showroom 
People will go up to walk 
afound v i^ihoi it siiong in ienlion. 
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police recruit office 
police TV program broadcast studio 
People wHI go up only by 
intention. ‘ J 
unior police call office 
People of specific identity will 
go 叩 for aclivities 
police promotion pane 
police LED screen 
Advertising and informative 
panels ate used for promotion. e4 
police changing room 
po ice hoste 
Hostel are rented to all sort of 
people ot any identily. types 
麵 顒 m 
Along the bridge, there are different kind of facilities 
like car park, market complex and podium garden 
which have great potential to be merged to the 
new police network. They are in mutual benefit, 
contributing and compensating to each other, 
existing facilities 
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lost property department counter nil 
report center/ enquiry 





























social worker office 
function hall 
ca 







V： visual da: daily ； ca: conditional _ not related 
relation in between user 
o ^ e (day duty) 
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conference room 
Jdentificatiori i 
'9?.^  property department counter 
-IgPort center/ enquiry 
JuniorPolice Call Scheme (JPCj 
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